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STEP ONE!

The FIRST step is to decide if you want to DATE or find a partner. Understand that dating in MOST cases is
different to finding a partner. Generally dating is open ended, but the elements required to give yourself more than
a reasonable chance of finding a partner, is not the same approach. Meeting different people whether online,
randomly or through friends of friends provides no guarantees you are BOTH on the same path. Do you both share
the same values, do either of you have any hidden deal breakers to prevent you from forming a long term
relationship, unfortunately physical attraction bares no resemblance to someone being good relationship material or
relationship ready.

So the FIRST STEP is understanding dating is not always a pre-cursor to a relationship and if you want a serious
relationship you need to be more focused.

STEP TWO

Ensure you get to know someone before jumping head long into any physical relationship, nothing to do with being
prudish, but until people drop their guard after that FIRST flush of excitement, you will not being seeing the person
as they truly are, and for a long term relationship you need to find out if your "core values" match, those things
we've been brought up to believe and respect from the year dot that provide us with our standards, moral compass,
emotional intelligence to empathy and compassion. Ultimately these are WHAT cement a couple together LONG
TERM, short term it doesn't matter, as your values will never be tested.

Make sure you take your time to GET TO KNOW your date...



STEP THREE

Don't waste your time on people who show no interest in your long term relationship goal, or run hot and cold. It is
irrelevant how you've met someone, whether it's the internet, dating apps or through someone you know, just keep
these guidelines as your go to list of steps. It's crucial you're bold and keep to what you really want ultimately, no
one ever achieves anything without sticking to their goals. Sure you will have knock backs along the way, it's
normal, but if you keep to certain steps, you will find people sooner in keeping your mindset. Anyone, male or
female who know from the outset they want marriage for an example, but take no action to ensure they date the
right people, but just depend on finding someone attractive, this is not only a blid date, but an approach that can
only be described as an emotional walk in the dark..

STEP FOUR

CHEMISTRY is hugely important, and without it, hard to really connect. It's even more important if you're looking
for a life partner, as that initial connection, spark, chemistry call it what you will, will be what keeps you working
hard on your relationship when the road gets bumpy years ahead. However, try not to be governed by this totally.
When chemistry is running high, where you cant wait to see each other, WAIT, WATCH AND ASK QUESTIONS

Are you the only one this person is seeing, and if you met them online dating, are they still online, is there profile
still visible, does this matter, NO, if all you want to do is date and have some fun, but it does matter if you jump
into getting involved hoping the person may be the one, only for you to discover they are not who you thought they
were or not ready for commitment.

If you don't do your homework, fail to ASK the right questions or any questions at all, you can't be surprised if
your GOALS don't match.

ASK QUESTIONS before you get involved.

STEP FIVE -TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR DATING LIFE

Whether you meet someone through the traditional route, an app or internet dating, connections are mostly based
upon the physical chemistry. Do not get involved at this point. TALKING six months later is of no help to you if
you're now involved and the person you're with is starting to act flaky. This will leave you in a very vulnerable
position, you're now involved and that makes it so much harder to think straight and WALK away. Do you really
want to be someone's puppet, hanging on in hope things will get better, once you've got to this stage, you're already
in a position of weakness, where the other person due to your feelings have the upper hand.

Only you can decide if a serious relationship is what you want, and if you do, do all you can to reach that goal
without too much emotional fall-out. Please don't let anyone waste your time, your time is precious.

SOME FACTS TO CONSIDER

1. MORE singles end up with a succession of FLEETING partners year after year than end up in a LONG TERM
relationship or MARRIAGE. Simply because NO ONE ever considers before becoming INVOLVED if the person
has the same vision for a relationship.
2. PEOPLE date all over the world every single day, but only a very, very small proportion go on to form long term
relationships, dating generally is open ended without a relationship goal in sight.
3. DATING has less emphasis on two peoples trajectory path or similar background, education, financial stability
and relationship objective.
4. DATING can mean anything from casual, recreational, networking, building a new social circle, casual sex, or a
tool for those just out of a relationship to build their confidence.



5. NEVER date anyone who's not long been divorced or widowed, everyone needs to go through an emotional
healing period, until they come out the other side, they are likely to be emotionally flaky. Most need to have a few
fleeting dating experiences before being ready to commit again.
6. NOT everyone who joins a "Dating Agency" are looking for a life or marriage partner - again you need to do
your homework. Does the agency advertise dating, dates or they a traditional service, this is important, as many
agencies offer FREE dates to men and some very yong women to circulate to their paying clients in an effort to
keep them on board. Take control and find the relationship you desire and deserve!


